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Abstract
The mass of the W boson is determined in e+e− collisions at LEP by the
direct reconstruction of W decays in WW ! qqqq and WW ! ‘qq events,
supplemented by measurements using the kinematic properties of the leptons
in the WW ! ‘‘ decay channel. The main sample of W pairs is selected
from an integrated luminosity of 174 pb−1 collected with the ALEPH detector
in 1998 at a centre-of-mass energy of 188.63 GeV. The combined result from
all channels is
mW = 80:4320:072(stat:)0:041(syst:)0:019(FSI)0:017(LEP) GeV=c2;
where FSI represents the possible eects of nal state interactions in the qqqq
channel. In a second two-parameter t to the qqqq, eqq and qq channels,
where the W mass and width are decoupled, the average W width is found to
be 2:240:20(stat:)0:13(syst:) GeV=c2, consistent with the Standard Model
prediction. The combination of the mass measurement presented in this paper
together with those derived previously from the W pair cross section at 161
and 172 GeV and direct reconstruction at 172 and 183 GeV gives
mW = 80:4180:061(stat:)0:038(syst:)0:019(FSI)0:017(LEP) GeV=c2:
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1 Introduction
The W mass has been measured at LEP from the direct reconstruction of the invariant
mass of its decay products in both the WW ! qqqq hadronic and WW ! ‘qq
semileptonic channels at centre-of-mass (CM) energies of 172 GeV in 1996 [1, 2] and
183 GeV in 1997 [3, 4]. Measurements have also been made at the Tevatron pp collider
using large samples of single W’s decaying into electrons and muons [5].
This paper describes a new measurement of the W mass mW obtained by direct
reconstruction from a much larger sample of data (2.5 times) collected in 1998 with an
integrated luminosity of 174.2 pb−1 at 188.63 GeV(subsequently indicated as 189 GeV).
Supplementary information is also obtained for the rst time from the WW ! ‘‘ fully
leptonic channel, based on the sensitivity of the charged lepton momentum distributions
and the total missing energy per event to mW. Earlier unpublished data in this channel
collected at 183 GeV with an integrated luminosity of 57.01 pb−1 is included and combined
with the 189 GeV result. The ALEPH measurement of the W width from the ts to the
reconstructed invariant mass spectra of qqqq (4q), eqq and qq events is also presented
for the rst time, using the events collected at 189 GeV.
Since the statistical error on mW is now comparable with the previously published
systematic uncertainties, a more precise evaluation of all these errors is performed. The
selection of semileptonic events is rened for the higher energy, while in the 4q channel a
new neural network and a new pairing algorithm are introduced, as well as an improved
treatment of events in which initial state photons are identied. For the eqq and qq
channels, the former one-dimensional (1-D) Monte Carlo (MC) reweighting procedure is
extended to a three-dimensional (3-D) t, reducing the statistical error by 14% without
increasing the systematic error. A new two-dimensional (2-D) reweighting t is applied
to kinematically well-tted qq events, gaining a similar improvement in precision. In
the 4q channel, the previous procedures developed for the mass extraction at 183 GeV [3]
are retained.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, the important properties of the ALEPH
detector for this analysis are recalled. Section 3 contains a brief description of the
MC event generation for the processes involved. Section 4 describes the event selection
and kinematic reconstruction procedures in the dierent channels, highlighting, where
appropriate, the modications and improvements applied since the earlier analyses at
183 GeV [3]. Section 5 describes new features in the extraction of mW and the evaluation
of the width ΓW. Section 6 describes all studies of systematic errors. The measurements
of the W mass and width in each channel are combined in Sect. 7, taking into account
common sources of systematic errors. The W masses obtained from the purely hadronic
4q channel and from the combined semileptonic and fully leptonic channels are compared
in Sect. 8, together with previous results based on the data collected at 172 [1] and
183 GeV [3]. Final conclusions and their interpretation are discussed in Sect. 9.
2 The ALEPH detector
A detailed description of the ALEPH detector can be found in Ref. [6] and of its
performance in Ref. [7]. Charged particles are detected in the inner part of the detector.
From the beam crossing point outwards, a silicon vertex detector, a cylindrical drift
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chamber and a large time projection chamber (TPC) measure up to 31 coordinates
along the charged particle trajectories. A 1.5 T axial magnetic eld, provided by a
superconducting solenoidal coil, yields a resolution of pT =pT = 6  10−4pT  0:005 (pT
in GeV=c). Charged particle tracks reconstructed with at least four hits in the TPC
and originating from within a cylinder of 2 cm radius and 20 cm length, centred on the
nominal interaction point and parallel to the beam axis, are called good tracks.
Electrons and photons are identied in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) by
their characteristic longitudinal and transverse shower development. The calorimeter,
a lead/wire-plane sampling device with ne readout segmentation and total thickness
of 22 radiation lengths at normal incidence, provides a relative energy resolution of
0:180=
p
E + 0:009 (E in GeV). Muons are identied by their penetration pattern in the
hadron calorimeter (HCAL), a 1.2 m thick iron yoke instrumented with 23 layers of
streamer tubes, together with two surrounding layers of muon chambers. The hadron
calorimeter also provides a measurement of the energies of charged and neutral hadrons
with a relative resolution of 0:85=
p
E (E in GeV).
The total visible energy and momentum, and thus the missing energy, are evaluated by
an energy flow reconstruction algorithm [7] which combines all of the above measurements,
supplemented at low polar angles by the energy detected in the luminosity calorimeters
(LCAL and SiCAL [7]) covering polar angles with respect to the beam axis down to 34
mrad. The algorithm also provides a list of charged and neutral reconstructed particles,
called energy flow objects, from which jets are reconstructed. The four-momentum of a
jet is dened as the sum of the four-momenta of all particles in the jet. The typical
jet angular resolution is 30 mrad in space. The jet energy resolution is approximately
Ejet = (0:6
q
Ejet + 0:6) GeV  (1 + cos2 jet), where Ejet (in GeV) and jet are the jet
energy and polar angle relative to the z axis along the e− beam direction. A high statistics
run at 91.2 GeV of 2.5 pb−1 at the start and 0.7 pb−1 near the end of running provided
a large sample of Z decays for calibration.
3 Monte Carlo samples
The KORALW event generator, version 1.21 [8], is used to produce W pair events. Within
KORALW all four-fermion (4-f) diagrams producing WW-like nal states are computed
with the GRACE package [9], using the xed-width scheme for W and Z propagators. The
JETSET 7.4 [10] package with parameters tuned at the Z is used for the hadronisation of
quarks in the nal states. Colour reconnection and Bose-Einstein nal state interactions
are not included. A sample of 106 4-f events to all decay modes, equivalent to an integrated
luminosity of 61.4 fb−1, was generated with KORALW at a CM energy of 188.6 GeV. The W
mass was set to 80.35 GeV=c2 and the width taken from Standard Model (SM) predictions
to be 2.094 GeV=c2. This sample is used as reference sample for tting to the data in the
reweighting procedure, as well as for the study of detector systematic errors. Additional
samples of 50k events to all decay modes were generated with W masses of up to
1.0 GeV=c2 mass dierence and separately up to 0.6 GeV=c2 width dierence from the
reference sample, for checking the stability of the results. For the ‘‘ channel, higher
statistics samples of 20k fully leptonic events were generated with W masses of up to 5.0
GeV=c2 mass dierence from the reference. Also, an independent sample of 150k W pair
events was generated with KORALW restricted to the doubly resonant CC03 diagrams [11].
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This sample is used to train the neural networks and parametrise the corrections used in
the kinematic tting.
For studies of the systematic errors from fragmentation in W decays, 600k W pair
events generated with KORALW were hadronised using both JETSET and HERWIG 5.9 [12],
and then processed through the full detector simulation, to suppress statistical fluctuations
in the comparison between the two hadronisation models. Similarly, fully simulated
samples of 100k events, generated with KORALW, were hadronised with modied versions
of JETSET, HERWIG and ARIADNE [13] containing various implementations of colour
reconnection, to assess the influence of nal state interactions between W decay products
on the mass and width. Samples of KORALW events were also rehadronised with a version
of JETSET that includes Bose Einstein correlations, to determine their influence on the W
mass and width measurements.
Fully simulated samples of events of at least twenty times the data luminosity were
generated for all background processes at 188.6 GeV. The e+e− ! qq(γ) events were
generated with PYTHIA 5.7 [10] and with KORALZ [14], each with samples of 600k events,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 6.0 fb−1. Also, 100k ZZ, 15k We and
2106 Zee events were generated with PYTHIA, the last with a minimum Z(γ) invariant
mass of 2 GeV=c2. A sample of 10k Z events produced via the W pair fusion process
was also simulated using a private generator ZNNB [15]. Events with a flavour content
that could originate from WW production are explicitly rejected from the ZZ and Z
samples to avoid double counting with the KORALW 4-f sample. Similarly, the Zee and
We events are only considered if one electron escapes along the beam pipe, outside
the angular cuts imposed on KORALW at generator level. Two-photon (γγ) reactions into
leptons and hadrons were simulated with the PHOT02 [16] and PYTHIA generators but no
events survived the selection cuts in the 4q and ‘qq channels. Dilepton nal states were
simulated using KORALZ for (γ) and (γ) and UNIBAB [17] for ee(γ) events.
4 Event selections and kinematic reconstruction
In the following subsections, the event selections and kinematic reconstruction procedures
for the mass extraction are described for the following ve classes of WW events: 4q, eqq,
qq, qq and ‘‘. Table 1 summarises all cuts applied in the rst four of these ve
categories. Table 2 gives the expected observable cross sections from all contributing
processes for each category after all cuts, including quality criteria on the outcome of
kinematic tting, where appropriate, and the window cuts on the variables used in the
mass t. The cross sections for the WW events are calculated using the 4-f reference
sample assuming mW = 80.35 GeV=c
2. The number of signal events expected after all
cuts from the corresponding CC03 sample is within 0.8% of the 4-f Monte Carlo prediction
for all channels.
As shown in Table 2, the nal number of events used in the mass analyses is on
average 7 2% below expectation, the hadronic channel showing the largest discrepancy.
More recent theoretical calculations predict cross sections 2{3% below the version of
KORALW used in this paper, which can explain in part this dierence (see [18] and references
therein).
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Table 1: Summary of selection cuts used in the extraction of mW by direct reconstruction of `qq and
4q events (energy = [GeV], mass = [GeV=c2], momentum = [GeV=c], angle = [degrees]).
Process 4q eqq, qq qq
Preselection
 Tracks Ntrk  8 Ntrk  5 Ntrk  7
(j cos trkj < 0:95) Etrk  0:1ps Etrk  0:1ps
 Other cuts jpLj  1:5(Mvis −MZ) cuts on pmissL ; Emiss E12 < 0:025
p
s
and pmissT cos 
miss < 0:95
hemisphere acoll. < 170
Ewedge(~p miss) < 0:20
p
s
Semileptonic sel. Lepton candidate: Global selection:
max (p‘sin (‘;jet)=2) hemisphere acopl. < 175
‘-ID in ECAL, HCAL Ewedge(~p miss) < 0:17
p
s
Ee ! Ee + Ebrems Econe(~p miss) < 0:025
p
s
~p‘ ! ~p‘ + ~pFSR (pmiss + Emiss=c)=2 < 68
p‘  22 Mmiss < 85
Electrons only: 80 < Mvis < 140
Ntrk  9 or pmissT > 20 or Topological sel.:
 + hadron jets with:
di-jet acoll. > 110
Mdi-jet > 60
max Ejet < 70
Jets Force 4 hadronic jets Force 2 hadronic jets  jet ID @ ycut =0:001
with DURHAM, y34  0:001 with DURHAM with JADE
(EECAL=Ejet)1◦ < 0:95 Force 2 hadr. jets with
(Etrk=Ejet) < 0:90 DURHAM, Mdi-jet < 100
NN/Probability cut NN > 0:3 P > 0:4
(14 variables) (E‘, p
miss
T , isolation)
Detected ISR Redo 4 jets without γ, Reject event
modify kinematic t if: (in the preselection) if:
(1:9 < γ < 11; Eγ > 3 Eneutral > 10,
and jγ − objj > 8) isolated in 30 cone
or (γ > 12; Eγ > 5
and jγ − objj > 18)
Kinematic tting 4C 1C, 2C 2C
 P (22C) cut none >0.01 >0.05
 masses M resc1 ; M resc2 Mqq1C; M ‘1C; M2C M2C
Jet Pairing max jMj2
unless min di-jet
or M resci outside window
Window cuts both 60 < M resci < 86 70 < M2C < 90 74 < M2C < 94
one 74 < M resci < 86 0 < M2C < 5 0:5 < M2C < 4:5
60 < Mqq1C < 110
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Table 2: Expected cross sections at 189 GeV for signal and background processes after all selection,
quality and window cuts for the ve categories of events used in the extraction of mW. All WW events are
regarded as signal in the calculation of the quoted purities per channel. The `` channel cross sections
are averaged values from 183 and 189 GeV, weighted by their respective integrated luminosities. The
expected signal cross sections are determined using 4-f events with mW = 80:35 GeV=c2. For comparison,
the last column of the table lists the total CC03 cross sections for each channel before any cuts.
cuts (pb) tot (pb)
Process 4q eqq qq qq ‘‘
WW ! qqqq 5.880 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 7.584
WW ! eqq 0.004 1.732 0.000 0.080 0.000 2.436
WW ! qq 0.003 0.000 1.844 0.045 0.000 2.436
WW ! qq 0.017 0.014 0.017 0.858 0.000 2.434
WW ! ‘‘ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.144 1.760
qq(γ) 0.909 0.018 0.002 0.025 -
ZZ 0.156 0.002 0.005 0.019 0.025
We 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.010 0.011
Zee 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.004 0.027
ee - 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017
 - - - - 0.006
 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.015
γγ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.042
Z - - - - 0.001
Predicted events 1214 310 326 182 297
Observed events 1093 290 328 173 281
Purity (%) 84.7 98.1 99.6 94.4 88.8
4.1 WW ! qqqq events
4.1.1 Selection
A preselection is made to suppress qq(γ) background, where events are forced into four
jets in the DURHAM-PE scheme as described in Ref. [1] and are only accepted if y34 > 0:001.
Events with a jet which has more than 90% of its energy carried by one charged particle or
which has more than 95% of its electromagnetic energy concentrated in a 1 cone around
any particle are removed. A new neural network [18], trained on 189 GeV Monte Carlo
events to assign output values of 0 to background and 1 to signal, is used to tag the
preselected events. There are 14 input variables based on global event properties, heavy
quark flavour tagging, reconstructed jet properties and WW kinematics. The signal is
well separated [18] from the qq(γ) background by requiring a neural net output 0:3.
Any correlations with the ‘qq selections are ignored in the data and corresponding
simulations. Indeed, after all cuts, no events were selected simultaneously by the hadronic
and semileptonic selections.
According to the Monte Carlo a signicant fraction (6%) of the accepted events
are accompanied by an initial state radiation (ISR) photon that can be detected in the
calorimeters separately from the hadronic jets. Such photons can be removed from the
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jet clustering process, thus improving the invariant mass resolution for W pairs. Studies
show that such photons with energies above 3 GeV can be identied in SiCAL or LCAL or
above 5 GeV in ECAL with an overall eciency of 63% and purity of 72% if an isolation
criterion based on a minimum angular separation from the closest energy flow object is
applied. The minimum separation is 8 in SiCAL or LCAL and 18 in ECAL. These
events are treated dierently in the subsequent analysis.
4.1.2 Kinematic tting
As in previous analyses [1, 3], a four-constraint (4C) kinematic t employing Lagrange
multipliers is applied to each selected event in data and Monte Carlo; this assumes four-
momentum conservation and keeps the velocities p=E of the jets xed to their measured
values. The measured jet momenta and directions are corrected during the t to take
into account the eect of particle losses in the detector. The expectation values of these
corrections and their resolutions are determined using the independent CC03 Monte Carlo
sample by comparing the fully simulated jets in the detector with those built from the
generated particles directly. They are parametrised by Gaussian functions in bins of jet
energy and jet.
For all events the t converges successfully, producing a flat 2 probability distribution
for P (2) > 0:05, as shown in Fig. 1. The peak at P (2) < 0:05 is populated by
events that do not fully satisfy the tting hypothesis. Monte Carlo studies show that
approximately half of these events have ISR energies greater than 0.5 GeV, leading to a
signicant positive bias in the reconstructed di-jet masses. Most of these ISR photons
escape detection by remaining in the beam pipe. However, the Monte Carlo follows well
the observed performance of the kinematic t even at low values of the 2 probability,
and no cut on the P (2) distribution is applied.
For those events with an identied ISR photon in the detector, the procedure of event
clustering and tting is modied. In this case, the remaining energy flow objects are
forced into four jets. The 4C t is performed taking into account the modied constraints
"
4X
i=1
(Ei; ~pi) = (
p
s;~0)
#
!
"
4X
i=1
(Ei; ~pi) = (
p
s−Eγ ;−~pγ)
#
:
Of the 1093 data events selected after all cuts, including those described in the following
section, 50 are treated in this way, compared with an expectation of 48. Monte Carlo
studies show that the invariant mass resolution for these events improves from 4.1 to
2.9 GeV=c2 and the mean displacement of the masses from their true values is zero within
error. The improvement in the expected error on mW for all selected events is 2%.
4.1.3 Jet pairing
Only one of the three possible jet pairings per event is chosen, by selecting the combination
with the largest value of the matrix element jM(pf1; p f2; pf3 ; p f4; mrefW )j2, where the pfj ’s
denote the tted four-momenta of the respective jets and mrefW the reference W mass,
taken to be 80.35 GeV=c2. However, if the selected combination has the smallest sum of
the two di-jet opening angles, it is replaced by the combination with the second largest
value of jMj2.
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Figure 1: A comparison of the 4C kinematic t probability distributions for data and 4q Monte Carlo
events, after the neural network cut.
Two rescaled masses, each given by mrescij =mij = Ebeam=(Ei + Ej), where Ebeam is the
beam energy and Ei, Ej are the tted jet energies, are determined for the chosen di-jet
combination. For those events with an identied ISR photon, a boost is performed to the
rest frame of the four jets before mass rescaling, Ebeam being replaced by (
p
s − Eγ)=2.
Both rescaled masses for the selected combination must lie within the mass window 60 to
86 GeV=c2 and at least one of the two masses must be between 74 and 86 GeV=c2. If this
condition is not satised, the combination with the second largest value of jMj2 is accepted
instead, provided its two masses satisfy the di-jet opening angle and window criteria;
otherwise the event is rejected. The combinations with the largest and second largest
value of jMj2 are chosen in 90% and 10% of the cases, respectively. The combination
with the smallest value of jMj2 is never considered.
The fraction of kinematically tted signal events surviving these criteria is 80%. Of
these events, 90% are found to have the correct combination of di-jets when comparing
their directions to those of the original W di-quarks. The bias from the choice of reference
mass is found to be negligible. The nal numbers of observed and expected events are
summarised in Table 2. This new algorithm selects 3% more events than the previously
used algorithm based on mass dierence [3], with the same probability to nd the correct
combination, leading to an improvement in the expected statistical error on mW. In
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addition, the combinatorial and physical backgrounds are flat over a wider mass range,
reducing the background contamination systematic uncertainty on mW.
4.2 WW ! eqq and WW ! qq events
4.2.1 Selection
The electron and muon semileptonic selections consider only events containing at least
5 good charged tracks. Further preselection cuts [1], based on the missing longitudinal
momentum and the total visible energy, are used to suppress radiative returns to the Z
and purely hadronic nal states.
The lepton selection is changed with respect to previous analyses to take into account
the W boost at higher CM energies. The track with the largest value of p sin(=2)
is chosen as the lepton candidate, where p is the momentum of the track, and  is the
angle between the track and the nearest jet clustered from the remaining good tracks in
the event using the DURHAM-P algorithm with ycut = 0:0003. Loose electron and muon
identication criteria are then applied.
Following closely the analysis of the 183 GeV data [3], identied electron candidates are
corrected for energy losses due to bremsstrahlung in the detector material by combining
their four-momenta with those of any detected photons that are consistent with this
hypothesis. Both electron and muon candidates are also corrected for detected nal state
radiation (FSR) photons [3]. To further reduce backgrounds, mainly from qq events,
a corrected momentum of at least 22 GeV=c is required for the lepton candidate. In the
electron channel, at least 9 good charged tracks or 20 GeV missing transverse momentum
are also required, to eliminate background from radiative Bhabha events.
The DURHAM-PE algorithm is used to force the remaining energy flow objects into two
jets. The probability for an event to come from the signal process is determined in a three-
dimensional space spanned by the lepton momentum, the missing transverse momentum
and the lepton isolation [11]. The lepton isolation depends on the angle between the
lepton and both the nearest good charged track and the nearest of the two jets. Events
are accepted as eqq or qq candidates if the probability is 0.4 or greater.
4.2.2 Kinematic t and quality criteria
The constraint of energy-momentum conservation is imposed on each event by performing
the same kinematic t used at 183 GeV [3]. Fits are referred to as 2C or 1C depending on
whether the extra constraint that the hadronic and leptonic masses in the event be equal is
also imposed. For the 1C t two mass estimators are derived, Mqq1C and M
l
1C, while only one
is obtained in the case of the 2C t, M2C. The 9 (for 2C ts) or 10 (for 1C ts) parameters
that cover the entire kinematically allowed phase space are varied, translating them at
every iteration into the expected values for the 11 kinematic observables measured in the
event, and minimising the resulting 2 [3]. New parametrisations of the resolutions and
average corrections on the measured jet and lepton four-momenta are made for 189 GeV.
Improvements are also made to reduce to less than 1% in each channel the proportion of
events that fail to converge. Since event-by-event errors are used in determining the W
mass, a 2 probability cut, P(2) > 0:01 (see Fig. 2(a)), is applied to suppress the non-
Gaussian tails of the distributions. Further cuts are then applied in the mass extraction
procedure as described in the following Sect. 5.1.2 and Table 1. An event accepted by
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either the eqq or qq nal selection is not considered any further in the qq analysis,
so that the semileptonic samples are independent. The nal number of events remaining
from each channel for the measurement of the W mass is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the 2C kinematic t probability distributions for data and Monte Carlo, before
the P (2) cut: (a) in the eqq and qq channels combined; (b) in the qq channel.
(a) (b)
4.3 WW ! qq events
4.3.1 Selection
The event selection is based on two complementary approaches which were developed for
the measurement of the WW ! qq cross section at 161 [11] and 172 GeV [19] but are
now modied to accommodate the increased boost of the W. Following a preselection, an
event is accepted if it passes either a topological selection using jets or a selection based
on global event properties.
The preselection requires at least seven good tracks, the energy E12 in a cone of
12 around the beam axis to be less than 0:025
p
s, that there be no energetic isolated
photon, and the polar angle of the missing momentum to be greater than 18:2. The
event is divided into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. The
acollinearity, calculated from the directions of the total momenta of all particles in the
two hemispheres, is required to be less than 170. The energy Ewedge(~p miss) contained in an
azimuthal wedge of half-angle 30 with respect to the plane dened by the beam and the
missing momentum directions is required to be less than 0.20
p
s.
In the topological selection, jets are constructed with the JADE algorithm using a
ycut = 0:001. The  jet is a low multiplicity jet containing at least one and at most three
tracks, with a charged momentum of at least 0:025
p
s and is the most antiparallel jet to
the missing momentum as well as being separated by more than 20 from the other jets.
The acollinearity of the hadron jets is required to be greater than 110, their invariant
mass greater than 60 GeV=c2 with the highest jet energy being less than 70 GeV.
In the global selection, the events are required to be acoplanar and the missing
momentum isolated when projected into a plane transverse to the beam axis. Thus,
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the acoplanarity between the event hemispheres must be less than 175 and a tighter
cut Ewedge(~p miss) < 0:17
p
s is applied to the energy contained in the same azimuthal wedge
dened for the preselection. Also, the energy Econe(~p miss) in a cone of half-angle 20
 around
the direction of the missing momentum is required to be less than 0.025
p
s. In order to
reduce the background from single W production, the average of the missing momentum
and missing energy is required to be less than 68 GeV and the missing mass less than
85 GeV=c2. The visible mass is required to be in the range 80{140 GeV=c2. Unlike the
cross section analyses, a  jet and two hadronic jets are nally looked for, using the same
algorithm as for the topological analysis, even for events that are accepted only by the
global selection.
4.3.2 Kinematic t and quality criteria
Since the  jet energy is unknown due to neutrinos in the  decay, one constraint is
normally lost when tting a qq event. However, the average corrections based on
Monte Carlo that are made to the  jet enable the same two-constraint t as for the eqq
and qq events to be used. New parametrisations of these corrections and of detector
resolution are determined for three separate categories of events, corresponding to the
identied  jet containing one, two or three charged tracks. The convergence rate of the
kinematic t is larger than 99% in this channel too.
Events are kept if the 2 probability P(2) from the kinematic t is greater than 0.05
(see Fig. 2(b)), because event-by-event mass errors are used in the extraction of mW.
The invariant mass of the two hadronic jets must be less than 100 GeV=c2. Further cuts
are then applied in the mass extraction procedure described in the following Sect. 5.1.3,
requiring that the variables used for the reweighting t fall within dened windows. The
nal number of qq events selected for mass extraction is summarised in Table 2.
4.4 WW ! `` events
The selection of fully leptonic events, WW ! ‘‘ (‘ = e; ; ), is the same as that used
for the ALEPH cross section measurement at 183 GeV [20]. Details of the main cuts can
be found in the publication of the previous analyses at 161 [11] and 172 GeV [19], of which
this selection is an update. Events are accepted as WW candidates if they pass either
of two selections, both of which require a low multiplicity of charged tracks, clustered
together into two acoplanar energetic thin jets corresponding to the two leptons. Large
missing transverse momentum is in all cases required as a signature of the two neutrinos,
while a minimum invariant mass cut is used to reject leptonic gamma-gamma events,
which represent the largest residual background in this channel. One analysis makes use
of lepton identication to apply optimised cuts in the individual dilepton channels, while
the other selection is based only on topological information. For accepted events, all the
charged and neutral particles are clustered into jets using the JADE algorithm with a ycut
of 0.002. The energies of the two most energetic jets of each event dene the variables
Emax‘ and E
min
‘ , which are used for the extraction of the W mass in this channel. The nal
numbers of observed and expected events are given in Table 2, for the 183 and 189 GeV
samples combined.
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5 Extraction of the W mass and width
The W boson mass and width are extracted by tting fully simulated Monte Carlo
invariant mass spectra to the observed distributions. As in previous analyses [1, 3]
an unbinned maximum likelihood procedure is employed to nd the best ts, using
probability density functions obtained from the binned distributions of reference Monte
Carlo samples, reweighting the Monte Carlo signal events with the CC03 matrix elements
corresponding to various values of mW and ΓW. Two types of ts are performed.
In the rst, for all ve channels individually, a one-parameter t for mW is made,
where ΓW varies with mW according to the Standard Model as ΓW = 2:094 GeV=c
2 
(mW=(80:35 GeV=c
2))3. These results produce statistically the most precise value of mW.
In the second, for the 4q, eqq and qq channels, two-parameter ts are performed
allowing mW and ΓW to vary as two independent parameters. Technically, the matrix
element calculation assumes the Standard Model value, at a given W mass, for the
coupling of electrons and their neutrinos to W bosons, while the W width is left free
to vary only in the W propagator.
At LEP1, the Z mass was dened using a running-width scheme in the Breit-Wigner
propagator. However, a xed-width scheme has been employed in generating all WW
events with KORALW. As a result, to make both mass measurements consistent with each
other, a positive shift of 27 MeV=c2 is applied to the extracted W mass [21]. The
corresponding shift to the tted width, 0.7 MeV=c2, is also applied.
The statistical error on mW and ΓW is computed from the ts to the data distributions.
Also, a large number of Monte Carlo subsamples are studied, each with the same number
of events observed in the data, to evaluate the expected errors.
The selection eciency is found to be independent of the W mass. However, a
signicant eect is found for the width, which is parametrised and included in the
reweighting procedure. The variation of the total signal cross section with mW aects
the purity of the selected events and is taken into account, whereas its dependence on ΓW
is assumed to be negligible.
The reweighting procedure is tested by comparing the tted with the input mass for
each of the independent 4-f Monte Carlo samples generated with mW between 79.35 and
81.35 GeV=c2 (84.35 GeV=c2 in the ‘‘ channel). The same test is also performed
for the measurement of the width, using input widths between 1.5 and 2.7 GeV=c2.
The relationship between the tted and true masses (widths) is found to be linear for
all channels over this range. The best straight line ts through the points are in all
cases consistent with calibration curves of unit slope and zero bias, within the statistical
precision of the test.
The tted mass (width) and error are observed to be stable in all decay channels as a
function of selection and mass window cuts. All results are also found to be stable and
free from biases if bin sizes are varied, provided that a minimum number of reference
Monte Carlo events per bin are ensured. A comparison of the shape of the data and
corresponding Monte Carlo distributions is made for all variables used in the selection of
events and in the choice of the best combination of di-jets in the 4q channel, observing
no signicant discrepancies.
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5.1 W mass
5.1.1 The 4q channel
Using a binned two-dimensional (2-D) probability density function as previously [3], the
likelihood t is performed to the data distribution of the two rescaled 4C masses, within
the mass windows of 60 to 86 GeV=c2 dened by the pairing algorithm (Sect. 4.1.3).
The order of the two masses in the selected combination is randomised before the t to
match the symmetrisation of the probability density function. The variable bin sizes for
the Monte Carlo events are chosen both for signal and summed backgrounds so that the
number of events per bin is approximately constant. A total of 324 bins are used for the
signal probability density function, and 99 bins for the background.
5.1.2 The eqq and qq channels
The one-dimensional reweighting t [1] for the electron and muon channels is replaced by
a multi-dimensional t which allows a more complete use of the available information
in each event. The following variables are used to form a three-dimensional (3-D)
probability density function: the two-constraint mass M2C, the kinematic t uncertainty
M2C on the two-constraint mass and the one-constraint hadronic mass M
qq
1C. The event-
by-event correlation between Mqq1C and M2C is found to be 43%. By construction, the
multi-dimensional probability density function from Monte Carlo takes into account
all correlations amongst the three variables and leads to an improvement in statistical
precision compared with the 1-D method of 14  1%. Other combinations of dierent
variables were tested and shown to be less powerful than the above set. Using a binned
3-D probability density function, a maximum likelihood t is performed to the data within
the following acceptance windows: 70 < M2C < 90 GeV=c
2, 0 < M2C < 5 GeV=c
2,
and 60 < Mqq1C < 110 GeV=c
2. The bin sizes for the Monte Carlo events are chosen both
for signal and summed backgrounds so that the number of events per bin for each case
is approximately constant. A stable mass value and statistical error are obtained when
the minimum number of Monte Carlo events in any bin is 200 or greater. A conservative
number of 400 events per bin is used in this analysis and leads to a three-dimensional
mesh of bins of variable sizes, with 16 intervals along the M2C axis, 3 along the M2C axis,
and 10 along the Mqq1C axis.
5.1.3 The qq channel
The reweighting t for qq candidates is similarly replaced by a 2-D reweighting t which
uses the two-constraint mass M2C and its uncertainty M2C from the qq kinematic
t. The events must be within the following mass and error acceptance windows:
74{94 GeV=c2 and 0.5{4.5 GeV=c2, respectively. The binning of the 2-D probability
density function is accomplished by xing the bin size along the event-by-event error axis
to 1 GeV while varying the bin size along the 2C mass axis, for which at most 33 intervals
are dened.
5.1.4 The `` channel
The previous subsections describe the measurement of the W mass through direct
reconstruction of the invariant mass of its decay products. In the WW ! ‘‘ channel,
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the kinematic properties of the leptons provide estimates of the W mass. The variables
used to measure mW are the energy of the most energetic lepton E
max
‘ , the energy of
the second most energetic lepton Emin‘ , and nally the missing energy E
miss of the event,
dened as
p
s−Evis where Evis is the reconstructed visible energy of the event.
This analysis is limited by the nite Monte Carlo statistics in the tails of distributions
for values of mW far away from that used in generating the reference sample. In order
to minimise this eect, a modied Monte Carlo reweighting technique was developed,
in which a \running reference" probability distribution is formed from a weighted
combination of independent Monte Carlo samples (at least 20k of WW ! ‘‘ events
each), generated at 10 dierent W masses between 79.85 GeV=c2 and 84.35 GeV=c2 in
steps of 500 MeV=c2. The 1-D \running reference" probability distribution for variable
Y (Y = Emax‘ , E
min
‘ , E
miss) is constructed as the weighted sum
P(Y; mW) =
P10
i=1 wi(mW)Pi(Y; miW ! mW)P10
i=1 wi(mW)
;
where Pi(Y; miW ! mW) is the probability distribution from the ith Monte Carlo sample
which is generated at miW and then reweighted to mW. The weight of the ith Monte Carlo
sample in the running reference is given by a Gaussian function,
wi(mW) = N
i
ll exp
"
−(m
i
W −mW)2
2
#
;
where N ill is the number of fully leptonic events after selection cuts in the sample. The
parameter  is xed to 0.7 GeV=c2. This is small enough to reduce the weight of Monte
Carlo samples which are generated far away from the tted value of mW, thus preventing
the appearance of very large weights for individual events. At the same time, this is large
enough (with respect to the 500 MeV=c2 spacing between samples) to ensure that the
weight of any sample in the running reference varies slowly with mW, thus preventing a
step-like behaviour for the likelihood curve.
A 1-D maximum likelihood t is used to nd the values of mW which best t the
observed individual distributions of Emax‘ , E
min
‘ and E
miss. The t to each of the three
distributions is performed by maximising the product of the likelihoods obtained from the
data and reweighted Monte Carlo distributions at 183 and 189 GeV. The three dierent
tted mW estimates are then combined into one estimate of mW according to the expected
correlations from Monte Carlo, which are given in Table 3. Their statistical weights in
the combined average are 68.0%, 27.1% and 4.9%, respectively.
Table 3: Correlations amongst the three values of the W mass obtained from the 1-D ts to the
distributions of Emax` , E
min
` and E
miss in the `` channel.
mW(E
max
‘ ) mW(E
min
‘ ) mW(E
miss)
mW(E
max
‘ ) 1.00
mW(E
min
‘ ) 0.18  0.10 1.00
mW(E
miss) 0.45  0.12 0.51  0.09 1.00
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5.2 W width
5.2.1 The 4q channel
In the 4q channel, the two-parameter maximum likelihood ts for mW and ΓW use the
same 2-D probability density functions as for the mass, modied to include additional
events within a wider mass window extending up to 92 GeV=c2. Monte Carlo studies
show that this window is optimal for the width, reducing the expected error by 8%,
whilst having no influence on the mass. The upper bound on the rescaled 4C masses is
modied accordingly in the pairing algorithm, which is otherwise the same as that for
mass extraction described in Sect. 4.1.3. Except for these minor changes, event selection
is also identical to that described for the measurement of the mass. The nal number of
observed events is 1320, compared with an expectation of 1467.
5.2.2 The eqq and qq channels
For the eqq and qq channels, a 1-D probability density function constructed from the
M2C mass estimator is used to extract ΓW. The probability density function is binned in
intervals of 500 MeV within a mass acceptance window of 70 to 90 GeV=c2. Compared
with the mass analysis, no cut is made on the 2 probability per event from the kinematic
t. Event selection is otherwise identical to that described for the measurement of the
mass. The nal numbers of observed events used in the t are 330 and 360 in the eqq
and qq channels, compared with expectations of 352 and 366, respectively.
6 Systematic uncertainties
The following subsections describe all the systematic errors on the mass and width
considered for each of the ve categories of events. They are listed in Table 4 in two
parts: (a) where there is some correlation between the channels and (b) where the errors
are independent. Single parameter ts are used throughout in the estimation of the error
on ΓW, since the measured correlations between the extracted values of mW and ΓW are
small.
6.1 Detector simulation
The reweighting procedure employed to measure the mass and width of the W relies on a
correct simulation of detector eects. This requires a careful investigation of the possible
discrepancies between data and the simulation, which could aect the two measurements.
The main results of these studies are given in the following paragraphs.
6.1.1 Charged particle tracking
After the alignment procedure, small systematic eects remain in the momentum
measurement, which are absent in the Monte Carlo simulation. These eects are
proportional to momentum and opposite in sign for positively and negatively charged
particles, reaching a relative dierence of 2% for 45.6 GeV=c tracks at the smallest polar
angles. Corrections for these distortions, determined by equalising the momenta of the
two charged tracks in Z ! +− events, are applied to all data events. Using a large
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Monte Carlo sample of events, the systematic errors on mW and ΓW are determined in
each channel from the dierence between the tted values obtained when no correction
is applied and when 50% of the correction is applied to all tracks as an estimate of the
systematic uncertainty in their momenta.
6.1.2 Electron and muon systematic errors
Specic studies have been performed for electrons and muons, in addition to the tracking
distortion treatment mentioned in Sect. 6.1.1.
The momentum resolution has been studied as a function of  using Z ! +− decays
collected during the Z calibration runs. The momentum resolution is found to be worse
in data, the discrepancy with the Monte Carlo reaching a maximum of about 20% at low
angle. For the measurement of the W mass and width, the electron and muon momenta
in the Monte Carlo are smeared accordingly and the shifts are taken as an evaluation of
the systematic errors.
Possible biases in the measurement of the lepton direction in semileptonic WW decays
have been studied, as a function of the polar angle, by comparing the track polar angles as
measured by the VDET with those evaluated using the TPC. No dierence greater than
a fraction of a milliradian has been observed. Conservatively, a 1 mrad bias has been
assumed to compute the systematic error. With the same technique the lepton angular
resolution has been studied. Again, no signicant bias has been seen and conservatively
a 1 mrad smearing has been applied to the Monte Carlo to compute the systematic error.
6.1.3 Jet energy corrections before the kinematic t
Jets are constructed from charged and neutral particles provided by the energy flow
algorithm. The jet energy before the kinematic t is just the sum of the energies of the
individual energy flow objects. Therefore, a study of di-jet events produced at the Z
enables the simulation of jets with energies of 45 GeV to be directly compared with
the data. This procedure makes use of all Z calibration data collected at the start and
end of the LEP run in 1998, allowing a statistical precision of about 0.3% on jet energies.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of measured jet energies in data to Monte Carlo as a function
of jet polar angle jet. The biases in the barrel region do not exceed 0.5% but increase
to 3.5% for j cos jetj > 0:95. The Monte Carlo reconstructed jet energies are corrected
bin-by-bin for these biases as a function of cos jet before event kinematic ts are applied.
The uncertainty in the determination of these corrections is used to compute a systematic
error.
6.1.4 Jet energy resolution
The same technique employed to test the correctness of the jet energy scale has been
used to compare the simulation of jet energy resolution. Within a precision of 2%,
the jet energy resolution of data and Monte Carlo are in agreement over the full range
j cos jetj < 0:95. For very low jet polar angles (j cos jetj > 0:95) a discrepancy of about
10% is observed. The uncertainty in the precision of this test and the size of the very low
angle discrepancy are used to evaluate the systematic error.
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Figure 3: The ratio (Ejet=Ebeam)data(Ejet=Ebeam)MC derived from the comparison of jet energies at the Z peak in data
taken in 1998 and Monte Carlo as a function of jet polar angle.
6.1.5 Simulation of the calorimeters
The eect of dierences between data and Monte Carlo at the Z peak in the particle
energy depositions, before the energy flow reconstruction, is tested by correcting the
Monte Carlo at this level. The energy flow and jet energy corrections are recomputed and
the measurements of mW and ΓW repeated. The dierences with respect to the standard
procedure described in Sect. 6.1.3 are taken as the systematic errors. This procedure is
followed to check the possible eect of discrepancies in the details of the simulation, not
corrected for by the average jet energy correction.
Furthermore, as the jet energy corrections are computed with data taken during the
Z calibration run, any time dependent fluctuations in the calibrations of the calorimeters
during the data taking at higher energy are not part of the simulation and therefore can
aect the measurements. In 1998 the uncertainties in the ECAL and HCAL calibrations
due to these fluctuations were at the 0.4% and 1.5% level, respectively, similar to previous
years. The energy depositions in each event are therefore smeared by these amounts,
independently for the two calorimeters.
Finally, the uncertainty in the energy of associated bremsstrahlung photons in eqq
events and of nal state radiation photons in both eqq and qq events is taken into
account by varying this energy by the full uncertainty of the ECAL calibration (0.7% for
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data collected in 1998). The same procedure is followed for ‘‘ events with electrons or
muons.
6.1.6 Jet angular bias
Possible discrepancies in the determination of jet are studied by comparing, both in
data and in Monte Carlo, the direction of the two main jet components, charged tracks
and photons. The tracking detectors and the ECAL are aligned independently but high
statistics studies performed at 91.2 GeV show that their relative polar angle alignment is
about 1 mrad. In order to measure angular distortions, jets belonging to data collected
during the Z calibration run are selected in bins of 0.05 in cos jet and the dierence
between the polar angle directions of the charged track and photon components of the
same jet measured. The same procedure is repeated with the Monte Carlo showing that
these dierences are simulated to better than 2 mrad { the statistical precision of the
test. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the Z calibration data and a t to much
higher statistics Z data collected in 1994 from an integrated luminosity of  62 pb−1. In
the polar directions of the jet components as a function of cos jet, the mean dierence is
<1 mrad except for cos jet  0:8 where simulation of the jet components in the overlap
region between the barrel and endcap calorimeters is displaced from the data by up to
2 mrad. A complementary study which incorporated the third main component of the
jets, the neutral hadrons, yielded similar results. The precision of these tests is taken as
an upper limit for possible angular distortions and is used to compute a systematic error.
6.1.7 Jet angular resolution
Selected di-jet events from the Z calibration run have been used to measure, both in data
and Monte Carlo, the jet angular resolution by comparing the angles of the two jets. The
resolution is found to be slightly better in the simulation. An additional smearing of
3.5 mrad in jet and 2.6/sin jet mrad in jet has been added to the simulation to check the
eect of this discrepancy on the measurements. These eects are small compared with the
measured jet and jet angular resolutions of 26 mrad and 24/sin jet mrad respectively.
6.2 Fragmentation of the W ! qq decays
Two methods have been used to estimate the systematic uncertainty due to the
fragmentation of hadronic W decays.
The rst method follows that of the previous analysis [3] which is based on comparing
the nominal JETSET fragmentation with that of HERWIG. The HERWIG fragmentation
parameters used have been reoptimised at the Z taking into account flavour dependence.
Specically, the description of b into B meson fragmentation and of mean charged
multiplicity nch in b and udsc quark events was improved by allowing two fragmentation
parameters (PSPLT and CLSMR) to vary for these two classes of events.
A large sample of 600k KORALW four-fermion WW events were generated, such that
each event is hadronised by both models, and processed by the full detector simulation.
The sample was split into subsamples and ts for mW were performed separately for all
JETSET and HERWIG subsamples. An average shift and error on the shift were determined
for each channel, from the mean and spread of the dierence between the two tted masses
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Figure 4: The mean di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jets collected in calibration runs at the Z. The continuous curve is not a t to the plotted values, but
represents a function which ts well the higher statistics Z data from 1994. hadrons and photons are the
polar directions of the hadronic and photonic components of a jet.
for each subsample. The mean shift, JETSET - HERWIG, in mW is determined for the 4q,
eqq, qq and qq channels to be −3010, −5020, −3520 and −1135 MeV=c2,
respectively. For ΓW, the shifts for the 4q, eqq and qq channels are +15530, +6530
and +50 30 MeV=c2, respectively.
The second method, applied only to the W mass analysis, aims to compare a Monte
Carlo sample from any fragmentation model with the data, in observables that are related
to the fragmentation process such as minimum jet mass. This is achieved by reweighting
the distribution of such a variable so as to exactly reproduce the corresponding data
distribution. These weights are then propagated through to the mass distribution to
evaluate a mass shift. Many variables have been studied and the method applied twice,
once with the JETSET sample and then with the HERWIG sample. Such a study shows
that the new tuning of HERWIG is as good a description of the data as the JETSET Monte
Carlo and that in either model the shifts per variable in mW are not larger than 20
MeV=c2 (hadronic channel) and 30 MeV=c2 (semileptonic channels) relative to the data.
Furthermore, the mass shifts associated with each studied variable are similar for the two
fragmentation models.
The systematic errors on the W mass from the rst method are quoted as they are the
larger of the two methods. Also, the source of the dierence between JETSET and HERWIG
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in the rst method has not been identied when comparing the two fragmentation models
with data in the second method.
6.3 Initial state radiation
KORALW features QED initial state radiation up to O(2L2), i.e., up to second order in
the leading-log approximation. The eect of the missing higher order terms on the W
mass measurement is estimated by weighting each event in a specially generated KORALW
sample according to the calculated ratio of rst to second order squared matrix elements:
O(1L1)=O(2L2). Treated as data, the weighted events selected in each channel are
tted to evaluate the mass and are compared with the corresponding unweighted events
to provide an upper limit on the systematic shift.
6.4 Background contamination
For the 4q selection, the expected background remaining after all analysis cuts is 15%.
The relatively small size of the data sample does not permit a detailed comparison with
Monte Carlo and so the technique using Z peak data [1] to evaluate the eect of any
discrepancies in the background shape and normalisation is applied again. For the latter,
the eect of a 5% variation is considered.
For the semileptonic  analysis, the eect of the uncertainties on both shape and
normalisation of the background is also studied. In the e and  channels, where the total
background is a small fraction of the signal, only its normalisation is varied.
6.5 Final state interactions in the 4q channel
The possible existence of nal state interactions, not reproduced by the MC simulation,
between the decay products of the two W’s has been suggested as a potential source
of systematic uncertainties in the W mass measurement. In the 4q channel, two
sources of interactions have been identied, namely colour reconnection and Bose-Einstein
correlations between respectively partons and hadrons originating from dierent W’s [21].
The eects of colour reconnection are expected to be small (below 5 MeV=c2) during
the perturbative phase [22], but could be large during the non-perturbative phase, for
which only phenomenological models exist. Several of these models, which cannot be
discarded by comparison with data, are used to evaluate the shifts on the W mass
measurement.
The second phenomenon is simply Bose-Einstein statistics { the production of identical
bosons close in momentum space is enhanced. This eect is clearly seen for pions in single
Z decays at LEP1 [23] and semileptonic W decays at LEP2 [24], where the two-pion
correlation function is typically studied as a function of Q2 = (p1− p2)2, a measure of the
distance in momentum space between pions with four-momenta p1 and p2. Since the W’s
decay so close together, the production of identical bosons from the dierent W’s could
also be enhanced, which could systematically shift the measured W boson mass.
The eect of colour reconnection and Bose-Einstein correlations has been estimated
using independent MC simulations for each eect. Not having a reliable theory to predict
these eects, one is forced to rely on phenomenological models and, as long as no signicant
eect is seen in the data itself (other than the W mass distribution), the shifts on the W
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boson mass evaluated using these models are the only way to estimate possible systematic
uncertainties.
6.5.1 Colour reconnection
The colour reconnection eect is studied using MC models based on variants of the parton
evolution schemes in JETSET, ARIADNE and HERWIG. In all cases, the input parameters
for the standard versions of these programs that do not include color reconnection are
reoptimised to t Z data.
For the JETSET study a sample of 45.6k WW ! qqqq events were generated with
KORALW and then hadronised in four dierent ways using the standard JETSET, JETSET +
model SK1 (all events are forced to be reconnected), JETSET + model SK2 and JETSET +
model SK2', before being passed through the ALEPH detector simulation.
In SK2 models, strings are viewed as vortex lines with thin cores. Reconnection takes
place when the core regions of two string pieces cross each other. SK2' is similar to SK2
except reconnections are only allowed if the overall string length is shortened. In these
two models the probability of an event to be reconnected is xed in the context of the
model. The W mass shifts evaluated using these models are +6  8 MeV=c2 for the SK2
model (29.2% of the events reconnected at 189 GeV), and +4 8 MeV=c2 for the SK2'
model (26.7% of the events reconnected at 189 GeV).
In the case of the SK1 model, strings are viewed as cylindrical bags with a transverse
dimension of hadronic size and a Gaussian fall of the colour eld density in the transverse
direction. The probability Preco for a given event to be reconnected depends on the overlap
I of the colour elds as Preco = 1−exp(−kII), where kI is a completely free parameter. For
each selected value of kI , the reconnected version of an event is kept if the corresponding
value of Preco is larger than a random number generated uniformly between 0 and 1.
Otherwise, the standard non reconnected version of the event is retained to construct a
mixed sample. When kI = 0.65, the fraction of reconnected events is on average 29.2% in
this sample, the same fraction as in the SK2 model. In this case, comparing reconnected
with standard subsamples of the same originally generated events gives a mean mass shift
of +30  10 MeV=c2. This probabilistic procedure is dierent from the method used in
previous publications [1, 3] where all events with Preco below 30% were replaced by their
standard versions (i.e., 60% of the full sample at 183 GeV).
For the ARIADNE study a sample of 45.6k WW ! qqqq events were generated with
KORALW and then hadronised in three dierent ways using the standard ARIADNE, ARIADNE
+ model AR2 and ARIADNE + model AR3 and passed through the ALEPH detector
simulation. In the Dipole Cascade Model [25] used in the ARIADNE event generator, the
string length is determined in terms of a  parameter, which can be viewed as the rapidity
range along the string where  =
P
ln(m2i =m
2
p) with mi being the invariant mass of the
string segment i and mp setting a typical hadronic mass scale. Reconnections are allowed,
within constraints of colour algebra factors, which lead to a reduction in the total  of the
system. Model AR2 restricts reconnections to gluons with energies below ΓW, while model
AR3 does not impose this restriction. In both models, multiple reconnections per event
are permitted and reconnections may occur within the same W as well as between the
two dierent W’s. Model AR3 gives a shift +34 34 MeV=c2 on the W mass. However,
as gluons with energies above ΓW are perturbative in nature and have been shown to
be radiated incoherently by two initial colour dipoles [22], model AR3 is disfavoured on
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theoretical grounds. It is also disfavoured by data distributions [26] and therefore is not
used to assess a systematic error on the W mass. The W mass shift computed from model
AR2 is +21 19 MeV=c2, where 51% of all generated events are found to be reconnected
at 189 GeV. For comparison, 27% of all generated events are reconnected in a simpler
model ARIADNE + AR1 that allows only reconnections within the same W.
In the previous publication [3], no signicant shift in mW was found using HERWIG.
The authors have since stated that in any case no shift should have been expected owing
to a fault in the description of the space-time structure. Thus, a large sample of fully
simulated events from the parton level were regenerated at 189 GeV using the corrected
version with a reconnection probability of 1=9 and the parameter VMIN2, the minimum
squared virtuality of partons, set to a new recommended value of 0.1 (GeV=c2)2 [27]. A
mean shift of +20 10 MeV=c2 is found consistent with the SK1 model result.
The largest mass shift of 30 MeV=c2, calculated using the SK1 model with a
reconnection probability of 30%, is taken as the systematic error due to colour
reconnection. However, there is no solid justication for choosing this probability other
than its consistency with the other JETSET models.
The same samples from the JETSET and ARIADNE models were studied to nd the
corresponding mean shifts in ΓW. Comparing the originally generated events to the colour
reconnected subsamples with masses xed to the shifted values found above yields a largest
shift of +7020 MeV=c2 for the SK2' model, from which a systematic error of 70 MeV=c2
is taken. The shift for the SK1 model with 30% reconnected events is found to be smaller,
+35 20 MeV=c2.
6.5.2 Bose-Einstein correlations
Only one model is considered in this study, the LUBOEI [28] implementation in JETSET. It
reproduces the most visible eect of Bose-Einstein correlations { the two pion correlation
function { by shifting the nal state momenta of identical bosons. There are four schemes
to restore energy and momentum conservation after this shuing. All are based on the
calculation of an additional shift to other pairs of particles, which need not be identical.
In principle, all four schemes require tuning of parameters, including hadronisation
parameters in JETSET, to match the data. Only the scheme denoted BE3 [28] is studied
here and has been tuned to LEP1 Z data [24]. Other models based on weighting techniques
and studied in previous publications are not considered due to the technical diculties to
tune them to Z data at the required level of precision when large weights are involved.
A sample of 45.6k WW ! qqqq events were generated with KORALW and then
hadronised in three dierent ways: standard JETSET (no BE correlations), JETSET +
LUBOEI for particles from the same W and JETSET + LUBOEI for all particles in the
event, even those from dierent W’s, before being passed through the ALEPH detector
simulation.
Since the standard simulation contains no Bose-Einstein correlations at all, the
systematic error of 30 MeV=c2 in mW (40 MeV=c
2 in ΓW) comes from the dierence
between the rst and the last sample, which is +29  21 MeV=c2(−7  40 MeV=c2). If
only particles in the same W are aected by LUBOEI, the shift in mW is −3 20 MeV=c2,
consistent with zero. Since recent ALEPH direct measurements [24] disfavour Bose-
Einstein correlations between W’s, this systematic error can be regarded as conservative.
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6.6 LEP energy
The LEP beam energies are recorded every 15 minutes, or more frequently if signicant
shifts are observed in the RF of the accelerating cavities. The instantaneous values
recorded nearest in time to the selected events are used in the analysis. Monte Carlo
studies show that the relative error in the LEP energy translates into the same relative
uncertainty on the tted mass for all channels. Thus, for a LEP beam central value
uncertainty of Ebeam = 20 MeV [29], a systematic error of mW = 17 MeV=c
2 is
assigned to all the channels. For the assessment of the systematic error in ΓW, a Gaussian-
like spread of 200 MeV=c2 in the instantaneous values is also considered, but its eect
is found to be smaller than that of the beam energy uncertainty; the total error amounts
to 15 MeV=c2.
Table 4: Summary of the correlated and uncorrelated systematic errors on mW and ΓW. The larger of
the shift found or its uncertainty is taken as the systematic error.
mW (MeV=c
2) ΓW (MeV=c
2)
Source 4q eqq qq qq ‘‘ 4q eqq qq
(a) Correlated errors
Charged tracking <1 9 1 4 2 - 15 10
Lepton angle bias/resoln - 15 15 - 13 - 20 20
Lepton momentum resoln - 8 7 - 13 - 50 60
Jet energy corrections 1 4 1 5 - 5 7 6
Jet energy resolution 7 10 10 10 - 25 65 45
Calorimeter simulation 10 15 10 5 1 6 30 10
Jet angle bias/resolution 5 4 4 5 - 30 15 15
Fragmentation 30 50 35 35 - 155 65 50
Initial state radiation 2 <1 <1 <1 4 5 2 2
LEP energy 17 17 17 17 8 15 15 15
(b) Uncorrelated errors
Reference MC Statistics 5 9 9 15 200 10 20 20
Bkgnd contamination 5 10 3 16 10 40 45 15
Colour reconnection 30 - - - - 70 - -
Bose-Einstein eects 30 - - - - 40 - -
Total (a+b) 56 61 46 47 201 185 124 99
7 The results at 189 GeV
7.1 4q channel
The mass found from the one-parameter maximum likelihood t to the data is
m4qW = 80:551 0:108(stat:) 0:037(syst:) 0:042(FSI) GeV=c2:
The FSI error is taken from the Bose-Einstein and colour reconnection systematic
uncertainties in quadrature. The quoted systematic error includes the LEP energy
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uncertainty. The expected statistical error is 0.101 GeV=c2. Figure 5(a) shows the
mass distribution of the rescaled masses (two entries per event) in the window 60 to
86 GeV=c2 compared with the Monte Carlo prediction for mW=80.551 GeV=c
2.
The W total width found from the two-parameter t to the hadronic data is
Γ4qW = 2:34 0:28(stat:) 0:17(syst:) 0:08(FSI) GeV=c2;
with a measured correlation of +8% between the tted mass and width, to be compared
to an expectation of −5:5  8:1%. The corresponding expected statistical error is 0.25
GeV=c2.
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Figure 5: Mass distributions for the 4q, eqq, qq and qq channels for data (points with error
bars), non-WW background (shaded area) and signal+background Monte Carlo with mW values set to
those tted from each individual channel (solid line histogram). The distribution in the 4q channel is
restricted to the window dened by the pairing algorithm, 60 < MW < 86 GeV=c2, as the pair of jets
whose invariant mass should be plotted is uniquely dened only for these events.
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7.2 eqq, qq and qq channels
The results from the one-parameter t to the data, with the statistical and systematic
errors including the LEP energy, are
meqqW = 80:319 0:154(stat:) 0:061(syst:) GeV=c2;
mqqW = 80:272 0:141(stat:) 0:046(syst:) GeV=c2;
mqqW = 80:385 0:287(stat:) 0:047(syst:) GeV=c2:
The expected errors are 0.150, 0.139 and 0.286 GeV=c2 for the e,  and 
semileptonic channels, respectively. Figures 5 (b), (c) and (d) display the mass
distributions resulting from the 2C kinematic t to semileptonic nal states for data. For
comparison the mass distribution predicted from Monte Carlo, reweighted to the tted
W mass in data, is superimposed on each gure. The combined mass for the semileptonic
channels from the one-parameter ts is
m‘qqW = 80:304 0:098(stat:) 0:050(syst:) GeV=c2;
with a 2/dof of 0.14/2.
A two-parameter t to the data gives the following results for the W total width:
ΓeqqW = 2:47 0:46(stat:) 0:12(syst:) GeV=c2;
ΓqqW = 1:99 0:35(stat:) 0:10(syst:) GeV=c2;
where the expected errors are determined to be 0.41 and 0.38 GeV=c2 for the e and
 channels, respectively. The measured correlation from the t to the data between mW
and ΓW is −4:0% and −6:2% for the eqq and qq channels, respectively. The expected
values from Monte Carlo are −16 10% and −8 10%, respectively.
The combined total width from the two-parameter ts in the eqq and qq channels
is
Γ‘qqW = 2:17 0:28(stat:) 0:10(syst:) GeV=c2;
with a 2/dof of 0.67/1.
7.3 `` channel
The mass measured in the ‘‘ channel from 57 pb−1 of data taken at
p
s = 183 GeV
together with 174 pb−1 of data taken at
p
s = 189 GeV is
m‘‘W = 81:81 0:67(stat:) 0:20(syst:) GeV=c2:
In this case, the result of the measurement is quoted with its expected error rather than
with the t error, that amounts to 0.48 GeV=c2. This is because, due to the small size
of the data sample, the statistical error from the t has a large uncertainty of 0.3 GeV=c2.
Figure 6 shows the distributions of Emax‘ , E
min
‘ and E
miss in data, compared with those
predicted from Monte Carlo reweighted to the tted value of mW from this channel alone.
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Figure 6: The distributions of the higher and lower lepton momenta and of the missing energy in each
`` event at 189 GeV, compared with the reweighted Monte Carlo prediction giving the best combined
t.
7.4 All channels
The combined mass and width from all channels are
mW = 80:432 0:072(stat:) 0:044(syst:) 0:019(FSI) GeV=c2;
ΓW = 2:24 0:20(stat:) 0:13(syst:) GeV=c2:
The LEP energy uncertainty has been added in quadrature to the mass and width
systematic errors. The 2/dof is 1.94/1 and 0.18/1 for the mass and width combinations,
respectively.
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8 W masses from the 4q and non-4q channels.
The mass values from the hadronic (4q) and semileptonic (‘qq) analyses obtained at
189 GeV can be combined with those determined at 172 GeV and 183 GeV by the same
methods. The results from the fully leptonic channel at 189 and 183 GeV are combined
with the semileptonic masses found at 189 GeV to produce a \non-4q" mass at this
energy, with a 2/dof of 4.68/3. Table 5 lists all 4q and non-4q mass values derived by
ALEPH. Systematic errors in this table dier from those previously published because
the present estimate of FSI errors in the hadronic channel has been propagated to the
earlier measurements.
Table 5: W masses measured from purely hadronic (4q) and a combination of fully leptonic and
semileptonic (non-4q) decay events. The uncertainties quoted are the statistical and systematic errors,
in this order. Systematic errors include the LEP beam energy uncertainty and the FSI error.
p
s (GeV) m4qW (GeV=c
2) mnon-4qW (GeV=c
2)
172 [1] 81:30 0:47 0:10 80:38 0:43 0:13
183 [3] 80:461 0:177 0:065 80:326 0:184 0:040
189 80:551 0:108 0:056 80:339 0:097 0:050
These measurements of m4qW and m
non-4q
W are combined by minimising a 
2 built from
the full covariance matrix taking into account all correlations between dierent channels
and dierent years, including correlations in the LEP beam energy uncertainty between
dierent years. First, all measurements are tted to obtain the average m4qW and m
non-4q
W ,
considered as two dierent physical parameters, in order to investigate whether there is a
signicant dierence due to nal state interactions not properly described in the Monte
Carlo. At this stage all systematic uncertainties are taken into account including the FSI
error. The resulting averaged 4q and non-4q masses are
hm4qWi = 80:554 0:090(stat:) 0:036(syst:) 0:042(FSI) 0:017(LEP) GeV=c2;
hmnon-4qW i = 80:335 0:084(stat:) 0:045(syst:) 0:017(LEP) GeV=c2:
with a 2/dof of 2.76/4. A second t is performed to extract the dierence between
hadronic and leptonic masses when the FSI error from Bose-Einstein correlations and
colour reconnection is not included, yielding
hm4qWi − hmnon-4qW i = +0:219 0:124 (stat: + syst:) GeV=c2 ;
to be compared with the 0:042 GeV=c2 FSI uncertainty.
9 Conclusions and interpretation
Fully hadronic W decays are selected using a neural network method, while the
semileptonic decays are identied individually using three separate selections. The mass
variables are determined in a four-constraint t with rescaling for the 4q channel, and in
one- and two-constraint ts for the semileptonic channels. The resulting invariant mass
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distributions are compared with reweighted Monte Carlo events, and values of the W
mass are extracted in maximum likelihood ts.
From all channels the average W mass from the 189 GeV data is
mW = 80:432 0:072(stat:) 0:041(syst:) 0:019(FSI) 0:017(LEP) GeV=c2;
where the theoretical error is due to Bose-Einstein and colour reconnection uncertainties
and the last error is due to the LEP energy uncertainty.
The W width is also determined by a reweighting procedure from the invariant mass
distributions of 4q, eqq and qq events. The combined result for the three channels is
ΓW = 2:24 0:20(stat:) 0:13(syst:) GeV=c2:
Finally, a t is performed to all measurements of the W mass at 172, 183 and 189 GeV,
together with the earlier ALEPH results obtained from the total W pair cross sections
at 161 [11] and 172 GeV [19]. With a 2/dof of 6.19/6, the combination of all ALEPH
measurements of the W mass is
mW = 80:418 0:061(stat:) 0:038(syst:) 0:019(FSI) 0:017(LEP) GeV=c2:
The precision achieved for this W mass measurement is sensitive to the pure weak
radiative corrections in the Standard Model. The relationship can be written (see for
example Ref. [30])
m2W
 
1− m
2
W
m2Z
!
=

G
p
2
(1 + rw + ) ;
where rw results from the eects of the pure weak radiative corrections and  =
0:0632  0:0007 [31] is the photon vacuum polarisation. Using the values for G,
−1 and mZ given in Refs. [32, 33], the above measurement of the W mass, mW =
80:418 0:076 GeV, yields
rw = −0:0290 0:0049;
demonstrating the need for pure weak radiative corrections at the level of 5.9 standard
deviations.
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